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Let X be an ordered ( = partially ordered) complex Banach space 
(cf. [3, §6]). The positive cone K— {x: x^O} in X is normal if there 
exists 7 > 0 such that ||tf+y||s=7||:y|| for all x, yÇzK. We say that a 
complex 5-algebra A (with unit e) is ordered if the underlying 5-space 
is ordered with K closed and normal, and if K, in addition, has these 
properties: (i) tf£i£; (ii) a £ i £ , b(EK and ab = ba imply ab(~K (cf. 
[3, §11]). We shall write, as usual, x^y (or y^x) for y — x<EK, and 
[x, y]= {z: x^z^y}. The term "semi-complete" stands for "sequen
tially complete.n For any aÇzA, a{a) denotes the spectrum of a. A 
function JJL from the Borel sets of the real line R into A is a Borel meas
ure if ix is countably additive, i.e., if M(Uf 8») = 1L,I M(SW) converges 
in A for an arbitrary sequence {S„} of mutually disjoint Borel sets. 

THEOREM 1. Let A be an ordered B-algebra, such that [0, e] is weakly 
semi-complete. Let C\e^a^c2e where C\, c2<E.R- Then <r(a)(Z [ci, c2], and 
there exists an A-valued Borel measure /x such that 

a»= f Pdfx, (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). 

Moreover, JJL is a homomorphism of the Boolean a-algebra of real Borel 
sets onto a Boolean a-algebra of idempotents contained in [0, e], and 

f->f ƒ * 

is an order preserving homomorphism of the algebra of bounded Borel 
functions on a (a), into A. 

If A is a (Banach) algebra of bounded operators on a 5-space X, 
then an a £ A satisfying the assertions of Theorem 1 is a (scalar type) 
spectral operator in the sense of Dunford [ l ] . We obtain from Theo
rem 1: 

THEOREM 2. Let A be an ordered B-algebra of operators on a weakly 
semi-complete B-space X. Then every operator a which is contained in 
the real linear hull of [O, e] is a scalar type spectral operator, a=f\djj,, 
with real spectrum a(a), and fx is a spectral measure with values in [O, e\ 
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